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NATURE AS FREE SOURCE OF EMPOWERING -

INTEGRATING NATURE
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Why is natural

environment

good for us?

"
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According to WHO:

27% of European population

- 83 million people –

has suffered from at least one mental health

problem during the last year.
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● Naturopahty was well-known by an american psychologist Benjamin Rush. In 1812 

he wrote in his thesis:

“It has been noticed that in all hospitals those male connoisseurs who aid in 

tree cleavage, fire, and garden excavations - often recover, while those 

who do not have the power to carry out such servitudes will live forever in 

the hospital walls.”

● Also Sigmund Freud considered cities and civilization as part of the unhealthy

recession of humas. 



Biophilia hypothesis
▶ Bios = organic life

▶ Philia = one of the four ancient words for ”love”

▶ Biophilia hypothesis: A common genetic basis of the

whole human race to 

Love nature and all living things.
▶ Naturally, the nature is the most nature environment for humans, 

because our species developed there.

▶ Especially the biophilia of children under the age of 12 should be

strengthened and activated.



▶ There is undeniable evidence that the accessible environment is 

important in preventative health care.

▶ The fullness of nature experience and countless details have its own 

impact.

▶ The mechanism has been found not only with psychological 

indicators, but with brain imaging.

▶ Activity of frontal brain ( better known as center of worries) is 

suppressed when one is walking in nature.

▶ The natural environment contains microbes that keep our immune 

system healthy

▶ Those microbes help us fight  Metabolic syndrome,

which increases the risk for cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, asthma, 
inflammatory bowel diseases, autism, overweight, depression, and 

pancreatic cancer for autoimmune diseases such as MS.



GEOSMIN 

➢ The natural flavor of the earth that is generated by certain bacteria 

living in the ground. Geosmin literally means the odor of the earth.

▶ Smell of geosmin is felt in incredibly low concentrations. We will 

recognize it even if it is only seven drops of the pool volume. This 

skill enabled our ancestors to find water sources.

▶ This explains why scent of geosmine helps us relax

▶ Geosmine is the fragrance of survival





▶ Mycobacterium vaccae: a soil bacterium for which exposure may 

reduce anxiety and increase serotonin delivery

▶ Phytonids, i.e. aromatic substances aka pleasant smells of trees 

which may increase the amount of NK cells (that is, natural killer 

cells that protect us from pathogens).

▶ Phytonides are antibacterial and they reduce the stress level by 

53% and blood pressure by 5-7%

▶ In cities, phytonides occur only in small concentrations on the air 

above parks.



Shinrin yoku – Forest Bath

▶ Shinrin yoku means a short, relaxed walk in a forest therapy park in 

Japan.

▶ It is based on the Shintoan and Buddhist doctrines

▶ Nature flows through all five senses

▶ Eyesight: the beauty of the landscape, the colors, the shapes, the 

light and the shadow, the opening ...

▶ Sense of smell: smell of wood and trees, phytonides, fragrances of 

flowers and plants

▶ Sense of hearing: the sounds of the wind and the water, the song of 

the birds, the steps behind the leaves

▶ Sence of feeling : The wind on the skin, the roughness of the bark, 

the coolness of the water

▶ Sense of taste: the taste of edible berries and leaves



There is a clear correlation between the state of 

health and the number of trees. Scientists, 

however, do not know what a mechanism to 

promote health.

www.nature.com
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Rapid health impacts of the forest

10 minutes in the forest: blood pressure begins to fall and the pulse is 

leveled,

20 minutes in the forest: the mood rises,

1 hour in the forest: attention is improved and

2 hours in the forest: the body's defense capacity improves.

60 percent of your environment should be nature, for you to be 

healthy

300 meters should be the longest walk to the nearest forest or park



3 ways nature affects positively to our health

▶ 1. Physical activity increases:  nature encourages us to move. 

Physical activies feel lighter in natural environment.

▶ 2 . Nature revitalizes and helps to resile after stress: Concentration

increases, pulse and blood pressure falls.

▶ 3.  Nature increases social wellbeing and sense of community: In 

a natural environment, we see other people more positive way and 

our mood raises quickly.





Perspective of Integration
Living in nature adds a sense of togetherness

The most effective way to embrace new things is to participate, do and 
experience things together, and to internalize new ways into your own 
everyday life.
This should be taken into account in the integration of immigrants....

▶ Experience fishing, berry picking, hiking, forest baths… In nature, 
minds broken by war will recover.

▶ Volunteer organizations could be the guides to the local nature. 

▶ Nature is a neutral element which does not require language skills. 



▶

.. As the relationship with mature becames stronger, immigrants 

could offer something new to Finland. Immigrants have a lot of 

educated and creative people. They may have new kinds of ideas 

and views on how to promote sustainable development, the use of 

natural resources and the green economy. …

▶ - Prof. Eeva Furman. …
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Sources:
▶ Metsämieli: Sirpa Arvonen

▶ Florence Williams: Parantava metsä

▶ Marko Leppänen ja Adele Pajunen: Terveysmetsä

▶ Suomen mielenterveysseura

▶ www.nature.com

▶ Luontoon.fi

▶ Biofilia - rakkautemme luontoon: Siru Heiskanen
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2041 Parantaako metsä stressin?

http://www.nature.com
https://areena.yle.fi/1-4260542

